2019 Technology Dispute Resolution Infographic

405 Technology Cases in 2019

The Technology Panel is composed of 439 accomplished arbitrators and mediators—attorneys, former federal and state judges, and business owners specialized in the technology industry.

Commitment to Diversity

- 31% Diverse Roster
- 34% Diverse Appointments

2019 Total Claims
$961,998,621

- Median Claim: $147,500
- Average Claim: $2,679,662
- Largest Claim: $327,000,000

2019 Total Counterclaims
$318,043,091

- Median Counterclaim: $300,000
- Average Counterclaim: $3,741,683
- Largest Counterclaim: $100,000,000

Do you really need three arbitrators for a million dollar technology dispute?

54% One Arbitrator vs 46% Three Arbitrators

More than 1/2 of the parties with a large technology dispute select a single arbitrator.

A single arbitrator instead of a panel of three is a great way to lower costs.

Savings of 82% in arbitrator compensation

Parties that select a single arbitrator instead of three can reduce arbitrator compensation costs by 82%

70% of cases settle prior to an award

25% settle prior to incurring any arbitrator compensation
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